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-MEANINGFUL LEARNING

The."i,earning How to Learn Program" is designgd for use in

any classroom together *itA the regular program of .instruction...Althou0.

the maierials in this handbook were prepared for junior high science

teachets, :they might be used by teacherS atother grade levels and in

other subject matter fields.

71aunderstand;hbw to become a better learner; studentS need.tv

gain some understanding of (-.1 the learning process, (2) the nature

of:know. e,. .and (3) how to extractmeanings-from materials studied.

ThiS.Ot m is'baSed on Ausuhel's (1978) 6ognitiVe learningtheory

which4ilaces:emphOSis.on the difference betweep.meaningful learning
. .

and rote..learning. In fact, the major ob ective of this.program-is

to help. students learn how:,to,learU-tearirnehlly. To acquire knowledge!.

leaningfully means that the learner must incorporate new knowledge into::

'Concepts that the learner already has: Our program is,designed to
. -

extend, modify' and elaborate these conCepts,!partly thrOUgh prbviding

'instruction in new relationhipsatong-the'coficepts that the student

-.already has,- and.partly byprovidr:g new relevant concepts about
.

learning.

THE KNOWLEDGE hCili'
We have-found that students; gain in theirunderstanding of. mean,7

4

ingfUl leatning.when they acquire knowledge about the knowledge-making

procegs. To accomplish.this, we'have found a simple device- invented by

GoWj.n (1979) .to be helpful.. Weteach students to understand each of
-

the-elements represented on Gowin's "V" shOwn in Figure 1. At the

"point" of -the "V" are objects and events,- and these- occur in* the' natural

world or are made to occur by people (as in alaboratory experitent).

At this point, our key conceptualactivities.come together with.our

methodological activities, We define a concept as a regularityin'.

*A more extensive treatment of the "V" and its accompanying terms can be
found in section IV in this handbook..
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eventsor objects designated by a sign or symbol.

study digestion of starch by saliva, we need eerie

digeStion; maltose, sugar, solution, and. others.

For.instanee,'to'

epts of.enzyme, gtarch,

Students begin to. see

that even to set up a meaningful experiment, or to be selective

observing. objects and events, we must use. concepts:

in-

CONCEPTUAL

qT FOCUS QUESTION

METHODOLOGICAL

KNOWLEDGE CLAIMS

TRANSFORMATIONS

RECORDS

Figure.

OBJECTS/EVENTS

. Gowin's-Knowledge "V" (1979) used with seventh and eighth
grade students as .a heuristic device to help in understanding-

. 'hoK knowledge is produced in the sciences.

The V-shape of this device serves to emphasize that both conceptual

and procedural or methodological "elements are brought to, bear on objects
. ,

and events in .the'process of knowledge production. A "focus c estion"

serves to direct-the process of knowledge production.

Concepts can:be linked together to describe a_specific.regularity,

such as, "the sun rises. every morning." This kind of statement or .prop-

psition istften called a principle. Principles, in turn,,,ay be related

together in broader, more inclusive'ideag that we call theoxies, such,

as. the atomic theory or the theory Of natural selection.

s
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Concepts, principles, and, theories also guide the metiklological

activities on the' right-hand side of the "V". These activities inclqde

record-making, suc -as gathering iilstruhent readings. or notes on obser-
, , 4 ,

xations? and transformations, such as graph or chart preparations or

statistical analysis, f The knowledge claimi represent what has been

constructed' through the active intemlay,among the concepts, principleS-,---

. and theory we use and the records and transformatiOns about the events

and objects we have _examined. .

CONCEPT MAPPINGNG

Another device we have found useful is to halie students

concept maps. Concept maps help studentsriderstand that c

their meanings through "connections" or 'relationships with

construct

cepts derive

er concepts-.

corPripc

41"I 111.a.letisenZ.

a

log
Ca

4,0
P'syn e s 1,-77 u c bt 1-3 s " "

5 qf tneo. 0 ray ersAyr

Figure 2: A Concept.Map
seventh grade

I

IC e

P 301+ socriv
t _I -11Grp ort.

.114 e. Color' -.

6lye riati S o4
tka- stir% 1-4 leF4;rut

1

;# o.'?o I Zone.
(norAr-..sitbk11-.)c;:tiov- n.,it,

in ,

..630C:D U6141.4.S.=

c.

of the biome "Oceans," prepared by
students, from a section 'of reading

a group af. four
in! their .text
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define__a-nen--as-a--writing-instrument-is-to-relate the-doncept--"pen"--

to the concepts of "writing" and "instrument." Figure .2 shows a concept

Map constructed by a. group of seventh grade students.from a'textbook

.reading on world biomes. We will discuss the procedure foteaching and

using concept map Section III of this nandbOok. ,

In summary, the "LearnineHow to Learn. Program" is designed to be

used in classrooms.to help students. understand the nature of knowledge

and the natUre,of cognitive learning.

v.
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OVERVIEW__OF_THE AUSUBEL7NOVAK THEORY .

. Throughout 'the elementarschdol.prodraTe. jscomMon, for. students

to memorize aefinitionssor procedural rules without relating the mean-

ings of'the words in the' definitions or rules to ideas they already
4 A , -

understand. :Intact, students often come to believe.that Tote memoriia-
c,

tion of school information is the only way to learn. ,Asn'teachers, we may

want to reduce rote learning, but'often find ourselves heIplessrto achieve

mores meaningful learnindift the classroom. Two major reasons_ tor this'

'dilemma are (1) the student,is not aware that_there\is an alternative

to rote learning, and'(2)'concepts that are to be learned are presented

in such a way:as to rote memorization.
12

The ihtention,ofthis section,bfthe "Learning How to Learn Hand-
,

book" is to provide the student with an alternaiivp to rote memoriza-

0_on by showing him/her,thatit is more effiCient to learn in a meaning-

ta-way. Further, this section and theones that .follow will provide

the teacher with,information about how instruction can be organized -

to facilitate medningfulaearning and .discourage rote memorization.'

The Ausubel-Novak learning theory attempts to provide a descrip-.

tion of how learning takes prace'mn the learner; how the learner

processes new infbrmation, and howthat,information.is stored.' Already,
,

two terms of the Ausubel-Novak theory have been introduced. The first

is rote'learning. Rote learning occurs when'information that is-learned

is stored arbitrarily within the cognitive structurekof the individual.

In other words; the new_ information or concept haS no psychological

connection to other concepts and their meanings. Activity #4 in this

section is an example bf information 'that is'learned rotely. If quizzed

on the meaning of the words (concepts) bf the Pledge of Allegiance, how

many students would be able to give adequate answers?:

The opposite of rote'learning is meaningful learning. Meaningful

learnink occurs when the learner is able to link new information to

cOncepts and meanings that s/he already has'in his/her cognitive structure.

*cognitive structure is the.composite,of StoredAnowledge representing
the concepts, iiropositions, and other, information learned by,an individ--
ual.



Im other words, new information to be learned is not taught arbitrailly,

but always in relation to what the learner already knows.

In the'following sections, learning activities are suggested that

will help students understand the differences between rote and meaning-
. .

....411 leartliu. Activities #2 and #3 illustrate the difference between"

rote learning and. meaningful learning. LiSt #14 on page II7,4, requires

that the student memorize the terms in a rote fashion. List' #2, although

the same instructions are given, has the concepts' arranged in a more'

meaningful way. That is, they are already organized according to -ice

cream flavors, animals,,furniture, and colors. While dOing(this aoti-

vity, the-teacher should find th 'thegroup of students with -List #2

is able to learn the.lisf oflirte more quickly than those students with

____

List #1. Lists #3 and #4 on,,,page'7II-5, demonStrate the distinction

-between rote learning #nd, meanAgful learning is not always a.simple one

List #3 gives the names of a group of flowers; List #4,.gives the botan-

ical names for parts of a plant. Which one'is more-meaningful? Which

is more rote?

Activities #3, #4, and #5 will demonstrate the use of prior experi-
,

ences and knowledge to provide the brganizing links that make new

information more meaningful. Activity #4 does this by giving one group

of students an organizing sentence which provides the meaningful link

between the prior knowledge and the new information in the paragraph.

Activity #5 introduces the idea of concept mapping-6s a means of

organizing the information learnedintO a more meaningful fashion. And

Activity #6 illustrates the idiosyncratic,nature of.the concepts that

a learner possesses. Although each,person stores information in an

idiosyncratic way, there are enough regularities among the 'meanings of

our stored concepts so that communication can occur.

In the last activity, the distinction between rote and meaningful

learning is considered more directly. In this one, the learner is asked

to identify tfiOse concepts that s/he considers meaningfully learned

and, those s /he . considers rotely learned. The meanings of'the concepts,

'indicated by the regularities we recognize for that concept.; and the

specific events and objects as example of each concept, demonstrate the

relative meaningfulness of these concepts .to students.

13



It is hoped that through the examination of ,the concepts of rate

learning and meaningful learning the student can recognize what is re
. ,

. quired to move toward meaningful - learning and away froM rote .learning.
4-21

FUrther, it is hoped that the teacher can begin to re-examine how infer-
.

mation is presented , to 'the learner, either in. lessons or in textbooks.
And that .the strategies presented in the,TLearning How to Learn Progrdar
can facilitate this4rans-vion:to the more' meaningful , efficient

teaching and learning Of concepts. /

14



-ACILYITIES IN MEANINGFUL LEARNING

ACTIVITY #1 - Rote Learning
. )

.

, Say the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag. This is an exampleo

something which is learned rbtely. It is shared by everyone, and it
c

mustA said exactly as written or it is wrong.

--Perhaps y,ou maywish to write the Pledge of .Allegiance onthe
-.

bbard and 4rcle key concepts,: such. "allegiance"and

.and ask. who :knows whattheSe concepts mean.

ACTIVITY#2 -'Rote Learning and Meaningful Learding

If some information is going to be learned meaningful/y, that infor-

mation'mut be linked to existing concepts that the Student already

possesses. This can be shown in the following exercises. Giyw-List #1

to half the class;. List #2.to the other half. Give.the folloWing direc-,

tions: "Heevds a list of words. Everybody has the same wordS. You will

be given thirty seconds to memorize the li'st that you have."

List #1..

vanilla

elephant

desk

yellow

dilocolate

red

table

camel

'strawberry

green

horse

chair

List #2

vanilla
chocolate
strawberry.

elephant
.camel

horse

desk
chair
table

-red'
yellow
green

Figure 3. Lists of Organized and Unorqahized Words.

15



After the thirty seconds, have the students list as many words

as they can remember. -Tally the number oP remembered words for-each

student using LiSt #1 and fbr those with List #2. The number of words

each stddent remembers is'a record of this learning-recall event:

Determine the average for each groilp. The average number of words

recalled (usually about 6+ for the group with List. #1, and 8+ for

the- group. with List t2) is a transformation of the.. original records

. and serves to illustrate how the learning principles guide the inquiry.

.(See 0-2thrbugh IV-12 fora further discussion.)

DiscuSs with your siudents the idea or organization and meaning;'

'fulness of the material. List #2 aaready had the words orgahied into

a pattern of ice cream fla ors, animals, pieces, of furniture,'and colo

List #1 did not have that organization, or at least, the organizatipn

may not have.been apparent after only thirty seconds. List #2 isl,
,

ireppingful for the student who realizes that the items are categoric

You may wantito try th next two lists to stress the point of

meaningfulness for the stu t . Each list deals withplants,

#4 may present some difficulties to the students since the terms'/

. unfamiliar. It will be very difficult Eor the students to learn the

list in the last colu nm.. This is ,an example of arbitrary learn

OT rote learning....

List #3'

petunia

gardinia

marigold

zinnia

goldentod,.

sunfloWer

maple

sycamore

cottonwood

walnut.

List #4

tracheid

sclerenchyma

xylem '

cambium

epidermis

mesophylf

parenchyma ,

pallisade

stomata

aperture

Figure 4. Lists of Familiar and Unfamiliar Botanical Name

1.6
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ACTIVITY #3 - Organizing. for Meaningful Learning

How e interpret and relate,xo a problem often depends on oUw r

past experiences. These experiences help us to sort out our new

information. On this page and the next are two paragraphs, identical

except, for the first sentence. 4)ivide the class once again_into,two\

groups, and,give them the fo11o4ing directions. "You will be given

a paragraph to read, After youllave read it, you will be asked

queptions about the contents of the'paragraph, and what the-paragraph

is discussing."

This paragraph is about washing clothes. It is actually

quite simple. First;' you arrange thingi into different

groups depending on:their makeup. Of course, one pile may
-

be enough depending on howmuch there it to do. If you

have to go somewhere else due to 'a lack of equipment, that

is the next step, otherwise you are pretty well set. It

is important not.,to overdo any particular part of the job.
1

That is, it is, better -0 do, too few things at 'once than

too.many. In the short rUn, this may notseem impotant,

but trouble from doing td6 many,can easily arise. A mis-

take can be expensive as well. Working the equipment

should be self-explanatory, and we need not dwell on it

here. At first, the ,wholeprocecture'will seem complicated.

Soon', hoWever, it will become just another facet of.life.

It is difficult to see an end to; the necessity for this

task in the immediate future, but then one can never-tell.

Figure '6A. Washing clothes PaSsage with Organizing Sentence.
- ,

from R.h. Meyer. (1077) T4INKING Pik)) PROBLEM SOLVING: AN INTRODUC-
TION TO FUMAN COGNITION AND LEARNING. Glenville, IL: Scott, Foresman.
F7 Company.



It is actually .quite simple.

into different groups depending; on their makeup. Of course%

one pile may be .enough depending on bow much there is to do.

If you have to go somewhere else due toa lack of equipment,

that is the, next step, otheywise you are pretty well set.

It is important not tojoverdo any particular part of the job.

That is, it is better to_do too few things at TO.than too

many. In the short run, this may not seen important,'but

trouble from. doing too many can easily arise. 'A mistake

can be expensive as well 'Working the equipMent should be

self-explanatory, and we need not dwell on it here. At

first, the whole procedure will seem complicated. Soon,

however, it will become just another facet of life. It is

difficult to-see an end to the necessity for this task in

the immediate future, but thenione can never tell.

First, you arrange things

. Figure 6B. Washing Clothes Passage without Organizing Sentence.

\Questions for the Class:

, Who understand the story? Indicate .by raising .your hand?.,6

WIlo-does not understand the story?

For those 'who'dounderstan&the,story,

of your:par4raph..

read the first sentence

Students who had paragraph 6A will. generalry'say they understand

the story) and those with paragraph 6B may make some "wild guess" as

to what it was all about. This exercise...serves to.ilfustrate that we ,

can sometime,aid thee process of meaningful learning.sby statements that

help to'"organize" ideas by linking these idea§, to what is already

familiar. !Va ingful learning is aided by procedureswhiCh help studentS

tie new information to.kn wledge they .aIready Understand.



ACTIVITY #4 - trganizing by Means of a Concept Map,

The'purpose of this, ctivity is to, illustrate a valuable strategy

.for-organizing material, to be. meaningfully learned. It,introduces

`the idea of concept mapRing of verbal material.

Again, divide up the class into two groups. Group #1,will

receive the paragraph reading; Group 112willreceiVe the concept map

on the next page. Give the students the f011oWing diDeCcions: "You

will be given a 'sheet of paper with some information.ondt. The two

groups have, the same information, but in different forms. Study Abe

.piec/ of paper for four minutes. After thlt time, you will be given-a

0 quiz about the information on the papers."

A
Everyone is familiar with metals. Metals that,occur

naturally are called pure metals. Some pure metals like

old, silver, and platinum are considered-precious metals

ecause they are:rare. Copper, lead, iron, and aluminum,

ion the other handiare considered common because they are

more abundant. People have learned to .combine pure metals

and other-subStances to create new metals, called alloys.

Steel, braps, .andbrohze are alloys. We see metals every.

day in,'Cars.and buildings (alloys mostly), in jewelry

(rare metals) and in plumb'ing pipes and'cooking foil

*- (common metals).

Figttre 7A. Metals Paragraph.
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METALS.

n-Made
lo

Rare Common

Gold
Silver

Platinum

ro

Copper
Lead

Aluminum
Iron

Jewelry Plumbing Pipes
Foil'Wrap

Figure 7B. Metals. Concept Map.

Steel
BraSs

Bronze

Cars
Buildings

Activity #4 Questions for Groups #1 (Paragraph.readers ) and #2 (Coricept

Map readers).

-1. WIlat is the best,Word label for the subject of thiS information?

2,.Write the difference between pure Metals and alloys.

3. Why are gold and silver called precious metals?

4. List two common pure metals.

Cheose two from this list that are alloys.

Platinum
Bronze'

Steel

Aluminum
Copper

6. Metals,used in cars and building are mostly

7. Precious metals are'mainly used for

2 )



ACTIVITY - Concepts. and Stored Meanings.:.

This activity illustrates: that meanings are stored and thatithese

meanings are idiosynciatic. That is, not everyone hasthe-samemeanings
,/

stored for each term., asking the students to share their\definitions
Iof each word, they can come to realize-that definifiOns do not match

exactly since it is the meaning that.isstored, and not the word. Also,.

there are aspects of the definitions that stUdentS do hold in cOmnion.-:

These 'common features of t4/definitions could represent the regulari-

ties of the concept Word. (See Activity #6.)

Askthe.students to'wi4te'their definition for each- of the

following:

ANIMAL FOOD AIR

'Have, the students share their definitions.

Questions,fot the Clas&:,.

Where did-the information (giVen in the definitionb)

Why doesn't everybody's definitions match exact (Because it iS

-their. meanings which are stored..).

What are the aspeCts of the definitions that are held in common?

(These could be the regularities of the concept.)

voile from?

b J.
Thisattivity also seems to..illustra e that concepts -vary, in the

extent of meaning they have for any one person. 'Concepts are more. ,

'meaningful when they are related to larger sets of other concept&

through meaningful propositions, such as "animals in4de vertebrates

and invertebrates.", The next activity seeks to help define concepts

and to emphasize that each concept symbol or sign represents,a apecific

regularity in objects and events. It.is not always'easy to describe

the regularity represented by a concept label, even when wear very

familiar with the concept, as in the examples given above.

21
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ACTIVITY #6 -.The Rote-Meanili% ful Continuum

'The:extent to which anyone can learn something meaningfully depends.

upon, (1). the potential meaning of the material, (2) the degree of del'
, .

velopment of related concepts by the individUa'and (3) the effort to
. . - .,..

relate'the new material to what the learner already knows.- These

three Criteria can he illustrated,in this.activity. The potential

meaningfulness of concepts relates the our ability'to seethe regular-

. A.ties that those concepts possess:, and our ability to point to objects

..and events which are examples of.those concepts. Give students the

following directions: "Here is a lineyhich represents a. range.from .

meaningful learning' to.tote.learning. Choose eight to ten concepts and
.
.

.arrange-th
\'a

y'according to hOw meaningful the. are .to you Try to use-, ._1t
some. concepts hat represe4Tregularities in objects and some that

I
represent regularities in,events. Those-which are most rote,shouid

have.the.least7meaning; thOse which.are meaningful should have the,thoSt--.

meaning.. Indicate what the regularities are for each of,the concepts and

identify the objects 6revents oha.t.'designated regularity.

A
MpANINGFUL

examples

ROTE

Concept , Regularity:

(N\

Event/Object

love concern, feeling acts of caring
for others and feeling

wind

fruit

..phone number.

moving air

usually edible,
soft, food
from plants

assigned
number

air in motion

apples; bananas,
tomatoes

specific number,
e.g. 555-1000

Figure 8. The Rote-Meaningful Continuum, showing examples of concepts,
their regularities. and the events or objects.



SUMMARY

.

After these activitiesHareCompleted., it would be helpful for the-

teacher to summarize'what information ha been obtained.- The use -of.,.

the summary' is to provide the student with some principles about learn-

ing, specificallyabouthow s/he leains in. school, and to provide the
.

teache with!sOme.operating'principIW-that can guide the construction

of lessons and units in a meaningful falhion.
t .

- Rote learning occurs when new information is stored arbitrarily.',

That'is, the/information is-not linked to existing concepts that

the learner already has.

-Meaningful learning occurs When new information is acquired and

linked to existing concepts that the .learner already possesses.

-Existangteoncepts. that the learner possesseS;a6t as,organiZing

concepts that provide 'an age" for new information and facili-

tate meaningful, learning.

-The nelationships among the .concepts in Individuals are
,

syncratic. That is,-the concept meanings are unique for each

individual.

7However, the meanings,stored by individuals should have

. enough regularities to allow communication.

-Conceptsgain in meani ,
when they can be used in more and

more meaningful prop sitions.
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FEATURES OF A.CONCEPT -MAP:

ConCept.Mapping is a means.by whi4 concepts and the organization

of subject matter can be.representedBoth students and teachers find
...

that the use of comept mapping helps "see-the:subject matter more

clearly, andlearn that subject matter More meaningfully." Two concept
,

.maps have already,been presentedin this handbOOR; the.metals. concept

Ma.15 ,Figure.73,'page II-9, and a more complex example, on the ocean

biome; Figure 2, page 1-3. Both of these demonstrate the common

features of all concept maps, and it is suggested that you refer back to

them duringthe following description

A concept map is'a two4dimensional representation of a discipline

or a part of a discipline. (Stewart, et al, 1979) And it is this

feature that allows for the representation of the propositional

- (principle) relations -among the concepts. This is a much different

perspective than traditional note-taking.which is one-dimensional and

illustrates no relationships among the Concepts. The concept map not

only identifies-the major points of interest (concepts), bdt also

illustrates the relationships among the concepts in much the.same way

the links among cities on a-roadmap are illustrated by highways and'

,,other roads.

Another feature of a concept map deals with its representation
4

of :the reXatiOnships among the concepts Not all 'concepts have equal,

Weight. That is, some are-more inclusive than others. For instance,

the concept of "natural selection" is more inclusive than any of the-
-

propositions thatidentify-that theory. Thus we can seethat every

concept map should have at its top:the most general, most inclusive

concept, and progress down through until'the least inclusive, more

-specific concepts or examples are illustrated'at the bottom of the

mapo.. The ;ocean biome concept map ( Figure 2, pagp 1-3) illustrates "Salt"

and ''SOdium Chloride" as examples of "Dissolyed Minerals." .The "littoral

zona" further down,the map could have the "Long Island shore" as an

example.

The next feature of a concept map is that of hierarchy. When two



or more concepts are illustrated under a more inclusive concepts.a
.

.

hierarchy is produced on the concept map. Again from our oceanbiome
.

example, the concepts of "sun" and "planktbn"'are Mote spedific concepts,

for'the process of "photosynthesis, and illustrates a hierarchy of

the'food production'in the.oceans. In the metals concept map "pure"

metals are classified into :!'rare" and "common" metals. By- contrast,

the examples of "copper,"'"lead," "aluminum," and "iron" show a linear
o

relation to the concept of "common" metals, and thus no hierarchy is
.

illustrated.

/In addition to the features of ,:being two-dimensional, showing

a pattern of -genera to specific, and indicating 'a hierarchy, concept

mal*have other featiTs' These featuresare,more elaborate me-dis-

criminating. rFo a xlesCription'of these other features, .see Section V,

the AsSetsMentdfStddent-COnStructed Concept Maps., page. V-4.

To illustrate the peints made

-morecfearly.,-it will be helpful to

construct a concept map step by step

so that you can see the features and

proceduresnecesSarY'fOr amap's

Aevelopment. Although .general rules

are established, for map construction,

the teacher is-advised-that these

ruleSwillhave to be modified and

adapted to the particular teaching

situation Of your classroom.

The concept map that-wili.be

constructed isbased on the. reading'

to the:right, and is taken from a

junior high science text. .

1,. Select a reading.from a text

that is not too long. At.leaStat

first,,, the reading should be Short.'

/feat and temperature are closely-related; flowever, they
are not the -same. The kinetic theory .can tiled to ex--
plain expanding, cnithacting, anti changing Can

the theory- also be used to explain the; difference betWecii
heat ;and teniperattire? . . .

According to the kinetic theory'; Moletiles are always
1110Ving. Scientists agree that a riiving object has-'eliergy
because it is Moving.:Tlfis'cliergy is called..inetic.eriergy,
or energy of iniitiOn;',.8ince.eck..iiiolectil in a piet7e of
-minter is inoving,'..each.liiis 644rgy: The kinetic en
ergyrof-inoleciilcs..is the keyLtp..,.eXp ainnig. the..differenee
between heat and temperature..........
..e.today-Scientists belieVethat the tempenitiUe of a piece

of tinnier depeilds.ini.the liverage speed. of its mOlecules..
OViiiatter. some Molecules are "iniwing faster

than iithers,:ff there arc More faster-inm,ing
fliuin there are slower-.1iUwing molecules, the average speed
of the molecules iii piece of matter .will..bc greater...
The greater the a eiaj,e speed,- the higher the tenieratiire.

A cop of boiling Water-lias.a higher. temperatotothaii a
cup -of, warm %%,ater.-The'dilference in temperature is clue
to the difference hi the avOrage.kinetie energy of the,
ceules of,water in each cup,' The water molecules in a cuji
of boiling water have Morekinetic.energy,:4;11 llie.average,
than the' water'inolecules in a cup of warm water. Sir the
average.spectl of the innleveilles of boiling 'water is greater
than the average sPeed of (lie moleculel; of warn' water. .

The iimount of beat eiri,brg.ylif.iliatter is "bought of .as.
.icing the sum of all the amomits of kinetic energy of every
molecule' iii.that 'matter. So .the .amount of heat in mutter
.depends ou tWothingS:. (.1 ) the amount of kinetic energy`
of each molecule .and (2 )-th.c.,Liiiiiiiber of moleCiiles.

Figure 8: 'Reading from Blecha, Fisk,

and Holly. (1976). EXPLORING MATTER AND

ENERGY, PAGE 148.



777-so-that-the=olltept_alapHdoes_not_become too large_and_cOntain

too many concepts.

.
Identify the major relevant concepts, that is, science concepts, by

either underlining them in the paragraph or by writing them indi-

vid4y on pieces of paper or small cards. The relevant concepts

for the reading are shown in Figure 9 below.

KINETIC THEORY,.HEAt, TEMPERATURE, EXPANSION,'CONTRACTION, CHANGE

00':13HASE, MOLECULE, MOVING, ENERGY, KINETIC ENERGY, MATTER,

AVERAGE SPEED, BOILING WATER, WARM WATER, NUMBER OF MOLECULES,

LESS; GREATER.

Figure- 9: Relevant. COncepts.from the Reading on Heat and

lemperature.

4'

3. While the list abOve generally. shows how theoncepts appear in the

:reading; this may not necessarily represent hold the conOeptS are

relatenO each. other in the discipline. The next step then is to

orderor rank the concepts from the most inclusive (general) to

the least inclusive (specific). Each reading, or section of text

chapter, or even the. entire chapter should have some concept which,

becauSe of its inclusiveness,. is. selected as the most geperal,'orinclusive,.

of al/ the concepts presented. Sometimes, though, the inclusive.-

ness depends upon the learner who uses his /her stored meanings to

designate the most general concept. The examples will form the

bottom of the concept map. What lies between the most inclusive

concept and the examples at the.bottom will'bezthe intermediate

concepts Although these are.not arbitrarily assigned. to pOsitions:

On the concept map, their.positions on theShap are less. crucial

to)the overall function'of the map. On. the next page is a chart

shOwing the range of inclusiveness of.the concepts presentedin

the reading on previous page,

z

1.



t

most inclusive .KINETIC THEORY

EXPANSION, CONTRACTION, CHANGE OF
',PHASE, HEAT,: TEMPERATURE, MATTER.

.AVERAGE SPEED, MOLECULES, KINETIC.
FNERGY, MVING

least inclusive
(examples)

LESS,. GREATER'

WARM WATER, BOILING WATER

Figure 10: Chart of Ranking of Concepts from the Reading on
Heat and Temperature

:7*

4. Nowlbegin to arrange the concepts on a'tatle or piece df paper,

starting with the-most inclusive at:the top, follqped by the

next most inclusive.

5. This same procedure continues until all the concepts have been

laid out The connections among the concepts must now be

established: Lines are used, to connect the concepts and a

statement is written on the line that indicates what the rela-
,

tionship.isi3etween,,any two concepts. The completed concept
.

map for the reading on heat and temperature is shown on the

next page in Figure 11.

The teacher is now encouraged to examine some of the teaching

materials they have and to prepare concept maps for short sections

of that material. practice'is theicey to good concept:, mapping:

proficiency will come as the map constructor makes a number of

attempts.
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KINETIC THEORY.

1 F.

EXPANSION `.CONTRACTION
CHANGE OF
PHASE

HEAT

:4714X
el24 o24 ehr e

o

f..

DIFP4TtENCE.

o

,t.

NUMBER

TEMPERATURE

AVERAGE. SPEED

MOLECULES

MATTER

Figure 11: Completed Concept Map for
the. Reading on Heat and Temperature

measured
KINETIC by

ENERGY
4 \

MOVING

LESS GREA1hR

1

w
1:4

Warm Boiling
Water Water



There are some elements to 'a concept map that'are not mentioned

in the rules for their4Onstruction. These are given to facilitate

the development of concept maps by both the teacher and the student.

'1. A'concept map doeS not have to be symmetrical. The concept. /

..map on page III-5 :is lop-sided to the side of "Heat" and

: "Temperature." This. should 'be of little concern. (You will.

notice, however, that if the concepts of "Expansi n," "Contrac7

tion,".and "Change of Phase"-wete developed in the same reading,
.

that otherside would have been developed morc com lately.)

2 ....Remember .that'd.toncept map is ,visually efficient. That is,

it is a shortcut way of representing.the concepts of the .

discipline. This should remind us.tfiat, as we first develop

.concept maps, we find that a final-map comesonly after a few

tries. These attempts represent an effort to show the details

of
v

concepts and their relatiOnships in the most efficient.and

consistent way.

3.- As you examine the concept map on page 111-5 more closely you.

may'realize that some of the concepts' are not in the same form

as they were in the reading. Forin Lance, "Expansion" and

"Contraction" were changed fiom "Expa ding" and "Contracting."

Generally, it has been'found that changing the,verb concepts

tboun concepts facilitates the map'S construction without ,

losing any of the intended meaning.

4. It is sometimes advisable to add certain concepts, even though

they-are not "relevant".science concepts. Their purposes are to

clarify the intention of the map,, and more faithfully represent

the form of the reading. The concept "Difference" wads added

for just these'reasons.

. Finally, it must be remembered that there arejm.perfect or

correct. concept maps, only maps that .come closer. to the meanings

'Of the concepts for the' map maker and others who readthem.
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SUGGESTIONS F7.\OR TEACHING CONCEPT MAPPING:

In the last part of this section on concept mapping, suggestions:

fer, teaching this technique to students is discussed. The pacing of

the introduction of concept' mapping depends upon the local conditions

in the school, the level of the student, and the difficulty of the

subject matter.

. .

1. When. concept mapping.is.introduced, it is adVised that the

teacher make up the map prior to coming to claSs and hand.

out copies, to the students. Let the students study the map

along with their reading. This will give them an. idea of

what a concept map is, how it is structured, and how it can

be _Used. o

When the students are ready to attempt'a map construction on

theirown, choose a. reading which is particularly short and

thatcontains.conceptS'that are familiar to the students

'alreddy:

3. Instruct the students to identify the major Oncepts in the

reading, rank them in order of importance, and construct the0

map from,the inforiliation they have (It might be helpful and

interesting for. the students to use small pieces of paper'

or "1x3" fards to write the concepts on. Students,,in our

studies, have said that making concept maps "is like puzzle

,fitting, and perhaps the teacher should approach the task from

that standpoint.)

4. The teacher should expect that there can be reasonable differences'

itamongcmcept maps that the students develop. Not, all the con -.

cepts will be identified, some will not follow the "general to

specific" rule, while others may have difficulty identifying

the most inclusive concept. As the students become more familiar'

with concept, maps and their construction, these difficul4es

usually disappear. Students,can usually produce very adequate

concept after only a period of two to three weeks of exposure

to this technique.
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5. You may want to have students develop a cocept map With you

on the chalkboard or the overhead projector.

6. Sometimes groups of students can work together and construct

a concept map of ..a section of text aaterial. The ocean biome

concept map on page 1-3 is an example of a cooperative effort

by four seventh grade students.

7. As the students become more proficient with the construction of

concept maps, the teacher ghould begin to examine'cloSely the.

line connections among the concepts on the map., Because these
P

lines represent the relationships among the concepts,'it is

important to assess the students' understanding of these

relationships. Two forms of criteria have been designed to

assess concept maps done by students. One fart'has what can

be described as a.large "field of view" which attempts to give

an overall picture of how the students are progressing in their

ability to make concept maps. The second form has a small

"field of. view" and magnifies some of the features of concept

maps by establishing more stringent criteria for the map's

assessment. Refersto Section Ni:-under "Assessment of Student

Constructed Concept Maps," for these techniques.

Ultimately, the, objective is to have students coordinate what

they have learned about concept mapping and the Knowledge "V" (dis-

cussed in more detail in the next section). Essentially, a concept

map-can represent the left-hand, conceptual, side of the "V" and

already you may have noticed the correspondence between the terms

for concept mapping and some of the terms on the left-hand sideof

the "V".-

In the next section, the-terms of the "V" are discussied,

examples,ar, given, and suggestions for introducing and telChing

the' "V" to students are provided.
-:-
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INTRODUCTION .TO THE KNOWLEDGE "Y!'

The nature and organization of cognitive structure not only plays.

"'a major part.in our individual learning, but alsO,formsthe baSis.of

the collective knowledge'in the sciences (as well as. other

The nature of knowledge and the ana

ofsGowin'i.KnOwledge

types of concerns that ar used in conjunction with the intent of
. : .

reaching.or arriving at some knowledge claim. They areTthe 'Conceptual

and.methodological activities. The left-hand, conceptual, side of the
.,.*

"V" indicates the app ropriate queStions to ask,and what theories, princi-:
.

ples, and concepts bear on that question. c. This conceptual side is
.

balanced with a methodological side which identifies what has been

obserVed, gathered, and manipulated in the laboratOry so that uto

and data. are accumulated:te ,sUbstantiate the knowledge claim. Wha

through the use

is Of.knowledge can be taught'

"V". Briefly, Gowin defines-two

0
binds these two activities together are

occupy the bottom of the "V".
/

ids.

the ebjectsand,.events. that

Nine terms' are ,associated with the "V".

these terms will be defined, and examples from

exercises will be given.

terms are given. below.

'CONCEPTUAL

In the following pages,-

actual laboratory

The skiletOn form'.of the "V" "and its accompanying
-

THEORY
FOCUS' QUE ST I ON

METHODOLOGICAL

KNOWLEDGE CLAIM

'RECORDS

EVENTS /OBJECTS

Figure 12: Gowin s Knowledge "V"
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IV-2

BACKGROUND NFORMATI ONANDDM N I TI ONS OF -TERMS AROUND- -THE

H
The introduction of the "V" into the classroom requires that the

t.

teacher modify some of the definitions that are normally used Although

there is a great deal of commonality from the previous definitions

associated with the so-called "scientific method" and the "V", some

clarification of these terms is necessary. The following is written

to accomplish the task of acquainting the teacher with the terms and

definitions around the "V" and to facilitate the smooth introduction

ofthe "V" as a teaching and learning strategy in the classroom. Two

laboratory exerci.ses have also been included, and will serve as reference

points,as the definitions are discussed. The first example is a labora-
.

tory exercise that was taken from a published laboratory_handbook designed

for a junior high physical science course. The lab exercise was laid

on the "V for analyiis by the class. It is taken from the laboratory

manual (pp. 27-28) which accompanies Blecha, et al. (1976) EXPLORING

MATTER AND ENERGY.

THEORY:

Kinetic Theory' of Matter

PRINCIPLES:

.1. Heat is a form of energy.

2. Heat is the measure of-theMotion
of molecular substance.

.4

43 3.-A cakorie.,is the bindunegf heat -.-
,needed to raise .the temperature of
%,.9-g.of water L9C.

4. -Law of Conservationof4nergy.-

S. A thermometer...measures' the-averageSPeed
of the-Molecules in a substance.

A Alorimeter Ai an...instrument that measures
.

. .

FOCUS OUGSTIONI How many, calories-of heat are lost by

hot iron washers-when they are placed into,a

calorimeter?

CONCEPTS
.

Mass, temperature,,calorie'i heat, energy, paloris;ete
molecular motion, thermometer.

EVENT/
OBJECTS : ,

METHODOLOGICAL (DOING)

KNOWLEDGE CLAIMS:

1. Washers lost heat to-the'
water. Water gained

calories of heat.

. 2. Washers lost an-equal amount
of calories as the water
gained.

TRANSFORMATIONS:

M
2

- M 1 m mass of the water
.

T 2 - T
1

change in temperature

Heat Gained = mass of water x change.
in temperature

[Change in.Heat (M2-M1 x T2-T1)]

.RECORDSI.

Ml 7 mass of caloriMeter

M2 mass of calorimeter 4. water..

T1 temperature of water in calprimetot
-% before washers added

T, ..highest temperature of water after
hot washers added .

.

Hotwashers placed in water "

in a calorimeter. Rekord mass
and change in temperature.

Figure 12. Sample "V" #1, produced from an exercise 'published in a
t laboratory inanual.,
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The second example, for the purpdte of contrast, is a laboratory

exercise developed by .a teacher for a seventh .grade biological

science course.

CONCEPTUAL ( TH I HK I NG)

T4EORY :

Cell Theory

PRINCIPLES:

1. All living things are composed
of cells.

2. Cells contain structures which. per-
form activities that benefit the
entire cell. (or organism). .

S. A microscope is an'instrument that is
used to magnify small objects.A

4. Staining is a technique used a that parts
of the cell can be seen more easily.

FOCUS QUESTION: Using the microscope to observe

onion and cheek cellsy,.what is the difference

in shape and structure between these

cells ?'

CONCEPTS:

Cell,' cell wall, cell membrane, cytoplasm, nucleus,
chloropl as ts , 'vacuole, microscope, iodine stain.

Figure 1

EVENT!
OBJECTS:

METHODOLOGICAL (DOING)I NG)

KNOWLEDGE CLAIMS:

1. Onion cells and cheek
cells have different
Shapes..

.

2. Not all the same structure-s,
are in the onion cells and
cheek cells.

3. Onion cells contain more
structures than cheek cells.

TRANSFORMATIONS:

Summary Chart indiCating what was recorded
in each type of cell.

ONION

cell wall
cell membrane

nucleus
vacuole

cytoplasm
"brick like" Shape

RECORDS:
.

Draw a pictur of Onion ce
parts that wer seen under the

Examination of stained cells
under the microscope: Draw
pictures of cell, indicating
internal structure.

CHEEK

cell membrane
nucleus

cytoplasm
general ly round in

shape

11 and cheek cell. Label
microscope.

. Sathple "V" #2, produced from a "classic" junior high biological
science laboratory exercise.

CONCEPTUAL /METHODOLOGICAL SIDES

In our work with junior-high students, we, have found it helpful

to use these two-terms in coordinAtion with two other terms that the

-students are more fftiliar with We can talk of the conceptual side

--las the thinking side, and-the` methodological,gide as the doing side.

Whether the teacher wants to. uselpe "fiVf dollar" words or the more

common terms, or both; isIeft as an individual choice.



Focus ,/

Question /

FOCUS QUESTION

The promotion of conceptual change is

fostered by the development of good ques-
.

tions. A. good question is. one that leads

to an examination of objects and events,t...':,

theory and%concepts, so that new knowledge:'

is constructed. Thus, a good focus ques-

tion will, arise from the7examinatiOn of the

concepts that a student has,, will steer the

methodology (rightAand side), and, will

eventually lead up through the knowledge ,

claim. New knowledge claims enhance the .

meanings of the concepts, principles, and, theories. As each knowledge
. .

1

claim is collected, it:can lead to a refinement of the concepts used

to form that knowledge Claim. But what is the function of the focus

question in all of this The fOcUs question indicates the kind of

knowledge claim that will he mado,what concepts and principles(need

to operate in the inquiry, and-should suggest the major event thht

will be examined and recorded. In our example of the difference\*ween,

onion and cheek cells, the focus question indicates clearly what con-
,

cepts are being used (cell, difference, structure, 'shape, onion,. 'and

cheek), and the major event of that inquiry (looking at these cells

with the microscope).

Of course, there are several kinds of questions that can be asked

as a focus question.- In some laboratory exercises, the questions only

asks fser a "whatofor instance, "What is the difference in structure

between onion cells and cheek cells?" In these cases', a simple

identification of something is required: To ask, by contrast, "How is

the structure of a cell related to its function?". 'requires a different

operation. In this case, the ,question asks for some kind of descrip-.

tion, not an identification..

Another kind of question that is sometimes asked in the laboratory

exercise is a "why" question. -The function of this kind of question is

to focus on not an identification or;a description but an explanation.
,
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In this ease, more than any other, a theory or some theory-bound

principle must, be used as a conceptual ingredient of the left-hand

side. For instance, to ask,"Why are onion cells ,different than

cheek cells?" or "Why do the hot washers giye up heat to the water?"

requirA that we bring, to'the Anowledge claim someexplanation.that is-
,

Consistent with the .theory that is identified-on the upper left -hand

side.

Fiom.this,we Can summarize-two functions of a idod focus question.

First,
, .-..

it, focuses upon the. concepts, prinCiples, theory,.and eyent.that

will be used in the:constructiori,pf a.knowledge claim. Secondly, it
.

-focuses upon the kind of knowledge-claim that is tb. be made. as 4,e ask
?`:

Nhat," "how,", or ,t_tvihy."-

/-

QueStion

/

/

ObjeCi..

OBJECT.

"Object" is one of the terms that'is

defined. in a..specific way when .using the

"V". .CloselTretated to the "event," the
A :

objects:areiffeKt)liags in the inquiry that

allow the'evento;occur. In the examples

the. objects are the
. .

microscope, the cheek and onion cells, the

Calorimeter, the thermometer, and the water

in the calorimeter.

We can also distinguish the key object of

the inquiry from objects that ate teleyant,

bUtless central. to our fotus question. The key objeCts of the cell
.

experiment are the onion and. cheek cells:. Thethicroseo is an object

we need toperforth our observations and to-make our eCords.

We will,return to'a consideration. Of objects in two:plaCes further

on in this handbook, When censider.the "lpvent":of.an inquiry, the

objects will be distinguished from the-"eyent,:".,AlsO, wherOyconcept!' is

discussed and defined,the distinct -ion between "concept" and "object"

-will be examined.
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EVENT

Even though we can talk about future

Focus "events," an occurrence is not an _actual

Question event until it happens or unfolds and we

can take a record of it. Thus, we can
/.

/ conceptualize 'about and plan for our next

birthday or an experiment tof.be done, "but

it is:not an event until it begins to occur..-'

/ Events and' objects are related in that
, /

objects are always involved.` in an event,

"Objects/ and may'even be the event.ltself (EgIr in-
,.Event stance, examining tree rings to,determine

the tree's age). Look back over the procedures from the laboratdry

exercises you have taught. What was going to- occur?' This is the major

,What was there so that the event could occur? .These are generally:;.

the objects.

In the two laboratory exercises giVen as examples, the major event
0appears at.the bottom of the "V" for each. In the lab invOlving_

onion and cheek cells, the majovevent is to look at stained mounts of

these cells under.the microscope; for the lab involving-heat losS, the

major evenf is the pronging, of the hot washers into the calorimeter and

recording the temperature change.

Events cane either be made to happen (as in ,Vhe two examples abovel,

OT the`event may be occurring and we, at some time, come Upon it In

either case, the event is the thing that we take a record;loC.-. This

will be examined.a little further on.

'CONCEPTS

To understand the conceptual; left-hand side of the "V"; -it is

imperative that the student and teacher understand what a concept is.

Concepts refer to regularities events or objects. Por example, the

concept of "cell" which is used in the experiment with onion and cheek

cells has certain regularities that distinguishes it from other objects._
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Not all -s7arenticml'and

not alltypes of Cells:look alike But

there areleAgh common feAturegor reguiarL
.

among alLkinds of-cells so, that the

concept "cell" can be used for -a number of

examples. In.bieloy, the use of the term

"typical cell" points up allthe regulari-
- ki

ties that can be found generally in cells:

In the experiment on heatloSs', "calori-

meter" is a concept used ta designate the
'Objects/
Event

the instrument that will be used'fo mea-

sure therheat foss by, the,hot washers. For junior high school, the

calorimeter used is a very simple one, being made of one styrOfoam -cup

inside another; a top, and a thermometer. This is much different than

the.More sophisticated calorimeters used in formal. science laboratorie's,

but the siMple calorimeter shares enough regularities with the sophisti-

cated type to warrant that name of "calorimeter."
.

The final point to consider about concepts is how they are denoted.

-Language provides signs and symbols to designate the concepts. SimPly,,

the sign:or symbol of a 'concept is its name: Explore some of the

kinds'.,of symbols and.signs that studentsuse in science .class and examine

the'regularities that those signs and symbols denote. You may also want

to return, to the consideration of meaning which waf discugsed in

,Activity #5 on page II-10..

PRINCIPLES,

PrincipleS''fit right abeve, concepts on.

the left-hand side of the "V ". A principle

is a conceptual or methodological."' rUletwhich

guides the inquiry. Conceptudl principles,

may find theirource from knowledge

claims of some previbus research. --There

have been several examples identlfied fin.

this handbook: Ileat.IS,a,formof,energy,

Carbon dioxide is given ofifddring fcrmenta-

.
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tion- and,As the temperature increases, the rate of fermentation also
=

increases. Each, of these were constructed as a result of performing.

''an empirical study.

Conceptual principles come also from theories. Theories contain

principles, as propositions, which state the relationships among the

concepts that the,theory attempts to relate. An illustration of this

relationship among concepts, principles,-and theory will be discussed

below in the section on "Theory."

There are also methodological principles which, as the name

suggests, guide us primarily on the right-hand. -side, of the "V". To

state that a thermometer measures the average speed of molecules in

a substance is a methodological principle derivedfrom a theory guiding

the use of that instrument.i. In the activities reported previously, try

to pick out those. principles that are methodological and those that are

conceptual..

*Theory Focus,

Question

Principles

Concepts
./

Objects/.

Event

_ .r

THEORY

Theories areiwtatements, developed by

people, which attempt to explain and ue-

dict the interactions among concepts,

even , andknowledge claims.,4 Theories,

,are lab s, but these labels. are no the'

,theories t selves. The theory encompasses

the relationships among the. principles

concepts of that theory.

Perhaps the best way to illust!ote
. -

how theories work is to provide an example/f

-of theory and its, relationship to Concepts'

and principles..

Expansion is a concept that denotes the regularity .OfaAtbstanCe

increasing j.nyolumeLWhich is caused by some agent. Thetalorc'theory;.

of_heat stated that:leat, since it was a "fluid,"4,nfOged.:into the

substance causing:t4e. increase in .volume. IhiSAIlatiateS,:therela4
, a.
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tionship among the theory (caloric theory); its propositions (heat is

a fluid which moves from hotter objects to colder objects), and the

concept (expansion). But the caloric theory could not explain all

the phenomena associated with heat and-heat transfer. Friction, for

instance, did not easily fit.into the,caloric model of heat.

Another theory, the kinetic theory of matter, replaced. the older

theory, and stated different principles and different relationships

among concepts that more adequately explained the phenomena of heat.

The kinetic theory stated that heat was not a substancp that ,moved from.

one body to another, but was the result.of molecular motion within 'a

substance. Thus, the heat energy in a substance was directly related

to the molecular motion within that substarice. The concept of expan-

sion was e lained in terms of the,molecular motion., As more heat

was added to a substance, the space between the molecules increased.

This increase caused the increase of volume of the substance, that

is, expansion.

In many instances in a j.unior high science class, the theory that

stands behind the subject, matter may not beevident to you or the

students. Therefore, there. will be times when you will not be able

to fill in this part of the "V". However, it is important that students

redlize'that some theory does indeed operate in the explanation of

events,tan4 the prediction of new knowledge.

Focus
Theory

Question

Principles

Cpncepts

RECORDS'

In ordeto be a record, we must take-.

our sense!perceptions of objects and events.)

and. Lice' them into a relatively permanent

form which can be conveyed-to others. The

record ma take the forMrof a written docu-

ment., a photograph, or a tape recording.

The records of the onion and cheek cells

Record la6oratory exercise' are the diagrams that

the. students prepared. In the heat loss

experiment, the students were instructed to
Object's /.

Event.

42



record the beMperature of.the water in the calorimeter before and
%

afterthe hoi.Washers. were plunged into the water. Other records

about the mass of the water and calorimeter were also included.

It is important to,realze than a record is:made about the

events and objects, not about tondepts, We canAake'a record of4,

a thermOMeter reading, or draw a tell, but we cannot makea. record .

9f;the concepts of "temperature" or "tell,"

Theory
Focus /

Question

?rincipleS

...JRANSFORMATIONS

As qOujProbabLy realize from the two

,examples given, makipg 'records of events -

and objects does not complete a scientific

Transfor- inquiry.2,In science, these receids are often

mations reorganized or rearranged into a more

manageable form. When this is done, a

transformation is per ormed. The type of

.knowledge'claim deterth es the type of

transformation needed.

The difference between records and

transformations are often subtle. Generally,

Concepts Records

Objects/.
Event

4
a record can be made of some sense perception, such as reading the

rature on a thermometer.. A transfAation requires some-type of

nipulation of several of these sense perceptions, such as computing

tem

the-difference between the temperature beforeland after the hot washers'

are plunged into the.%:41ater.

Transformations can take many forms, and may involve several steps...

The most common in science and in science classes include graphs,

simple differences,, charts, statistics, or any comparison of two or

more records. You Might want to distuss this further with your

studehtt, indicating or soliciting from them examples of records and

transformationsfound in the work that thek'have done. Examples could..

come. from.everydatexperiences or froth previous laboratory work.
1
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KNOWLEDGE CLAIMS.,

There are two things thatknowledge

claims. do. First, they are the answers

Knowledge totlie. focus questions that were asked at

Claim the start, and as such, .provide information.

Second,.they can suggest new queStionsthat

ciples Transfor-
mations

can lead to new investigations, ,

'Knowledge claims come froM the inquiry

Concepts gecordS that has lead to those knowledge claims.

They must be consistent with:the focus

question, Concepts,. principles,' objects,

events, records, and transformations that

preceded it ccnstruction: In Our example

of the onion and cheek cells, the cheek Cells were claimed,not to possess

vacuoles.. This was done ,because the observel., using the microscope;

did not or could not detect` vacuoles in:thoSe.Cheek dells. To state.

the claim.that. cheek cells, or animal cells in .genera, have vacuoles

requires still another inqUiry, using perhaps differenttepreSentativeS

of animal cells or a.stronger :Microscope:. It is:this activity

Objects/
Event

realizing the limitation upon.the knowledge claim made -- that .spawns

new questions. and further investigations.

To familiarize yourself further with the structure and function .

of the knowledge "V", take a look at several of your own laboratory

exercises and "lay them on the 'V'." It is'only through this activity

that you can fully comprehend the, simplicity and poWer of this device

both as a pre-teaching tool and a teaching tooL

44
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a.

.USE.OF THE Nu AS A PRE7TEACHING,'TEACHING) AND LEARNING TOOL.

The versatility of 'the knowledge "V" becomes evident as the range

of possibilities for its use are examined-. In our work with the "V"

we have identified three different area for its use:. it is a pre-,

teaching, teaching, and learning tool.

As'a pre-teaching tool, the "V" provides a strategy to-analyze

laboratory exercises prior to introducing them to the students. The

-teacher can take an.existing experimept, and, using the "V",. determine

if that exercise is structured in such a way that it can facilitate

meaningful learning. That is, the "V" allows the teacher, to assess

what concepts the students Must know before beginning the experiment

in order to Make sense of the experience.' Further, the "V" can be

used as a device to construct individually-designed laboratory exercises

for classes.

t. If it is kept in mind that the !T" is primarily a strategy for

.analysis, by asking certain questions., the teacher can-analyze a

laboratory.work. In a manner of speaking, the teacher "unpack§" the

work to'examine its constituent parts. As the teacher unpacks the

experiment, the "V" is, used to answer a number of quetions about_the.

structure of the work. For these questions, you might Want-to examine

the criteria, both general and specific, that are presented in

"Assessment of. Student-Construtted 'V's'" on pages V-12 through:V-17

in this handbook.

As a teachingtool, the "V" fits nicely into what is traditionally,

known as the laboratory discussion. It can precede the' actual labora-

tory experiment, wh.e-it. the left-hand, conceptual,'sidemight be completed

as a form of summary, to re-cap what the student already knows about

the'task.at hand. Indicating what kinds of records and transformatios

that will befmade could facilitate the smobth movement of the lessoh

so that as little time aspossible is expended with methodological

problems. F.

The "V" also has versatility as a guide during the experimen,
.... --

A partially filled "V" in front of the student-during the actual running

45
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.

of the "lab and record collection can give the student
-
a.short-hand

approach for determining what to do next.

And finally,..the "V" has, Worth as a summary technique after the

experiment,has been completed: As such, the student can seewhere

his/her knowledge claim'came from, what basis it had in the concepts

that occupy the left-hand side, and ,the methodology qn the right-hand

side. As a summary device- the "V" can'be.discussed as a whole class

activity, where different groups of students compare results and

knowledge claims, aneattempt to diseuss any_ discrepancies in .the

results.

.-Many teachers require written laboratoryrepOrts,from the.students.
4

These'reports usually, Summarizeythe experiment and also'indicate, certain

inferences that follav from the work done in the experiment. The "V"

can represent the-short= and form of that report, or the teacher can

opt to have:studenti prepare "Ws"'as the outline for an'extended

laboratory write-up;

Throughout this entire handbook; there have beentwo themes that

haVe been deVeloped about the."V" and its relation to education., First,

than the "V" is a means of unpacking an inquiry, and is 'therefore a
ro

method of analysis. Second, the "V" provides a-piece. of knowledge about

knowledge creation.' If these two aspects. Of the "1/6 are kept in-mind,

then the use of the "V" as a learning tool becomes apparent. By proer

v.ifling A means-of analysis, the "V". separates and identifies the major

concepts and principles that are used to sort out, and create the know-
.

ledge. This identl.fication of what is required to make sense of the 40*

experiment provides the means by which the students can indicate what

concepts they'already know, how those concepts are related to each

othei., and how this linking of existing concepts can bring about new

knowledge and new concepts.;: This iS:iightly consistent with the -theory

.of:learning developed'in Sections I and IIin this handboek Thus,'the..

'!1M,_ Along, with concept mapping, can provide strategies for.meaningful

learning. :

46



'However, the versatility of '-04 'IV" does not stop there. In essence,

as we-teach the "V", not only arc we teaching fol' meaningful learning

of concepts, but also teaching for the meaningful learning of how-know-

ledge is made. While' it is important for students to learn what the

accumulated knowledge of science is, another type of learning is-going
,

on as the student uses these strategies. -- that is, how science is con-
.

sfructed. Students learn what counts as-a concept, how theorires work

, in providing explanation, how concepts changeover time, whatlare-the

intellectual comiliitmentS. for record-making and,transfOrmations, and the

limits of the Constructed knowledge of the sciences.. They come to

realize that knowledge is the product; of, inquiry. And that inquiry

comes about as a result or-the interaction Of the cdnceptual structure

we`' possess and-the'metheddlogies we choose in theitask df building

that knowledge.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INTRODUCING THE KNOWLEDGE "V"

Given all this introductory material on the "V", it is also

necessary to discuss some practical aspects of introducing the "V" into

the classroom. These ideas are presented to facilitate the smooth intro-

duction of the "V", and also provide options for .you who will ultimately

make the dedision-'af.1"'What is best for your students.

1. Do not present the "V" and its, accompanying terms out of

context. That is, don't just teach the terms abstractly.

The "V" should be introduced with respect to a laboratory

exercise done, a demonstration completed, or some other

relevant material.

2. Don't worry. about the structure of the "V" immediately. As

you and the class perform laboratory exercises, get them used
to usifig the terms . of the "Vtc,-- "What is the record of, this

experiment?", "What is the focus question?", etc.

3. When the time is appropriate, and the students have a good

understanding of the meanings, of each of the terms,

structure of the "V" can .be introduced. In some cl

you might want to' complete some of the "V" for the

%the

asses,

students,

having-:them finish the "IP.'':as'a result.1..of'having.completed

the laboratory exercise. In some other classes, you might

want the' students to'' complete the entire "V"..' that will be

up to you.

Ag, the students become

want them-complete the

h.:mew° rk assignment.

more familiar with the "V", you might

left-hand side, asapre-lab _and/or

I

5. Large poster' boards of, completed "V's" could be placed

around the ciassrqom; a list of the theories and major

° principles used in class could be put on a bulletinc

board; also, concept map could enhance the conceptual,

nature of ;the program; N'ot only'' will this give students'.

handy referente sources, but will also reinforce the, no-7

titan of: conceptual teaching and. learning.



INTEGRATION OF CONCEPT MAPPING AND THE KNOWLEDGE "v"
The final part of the knowledge "V" section relates the two strategies

discussed,in thi'S handbook -- concept mapping'and-.41e4V". It has alreacT"--------

been;:§uggested that the left-hand, conceptual, side of the "V" can be

represented by a concept map. The concept map has the purpose to con -

ceptually guide initial and further, inquirieS throughlheformation of

good focus questions.

Theory of
!Evolution

ies
I

spec

Ast

4, 1

overproduction variation

0

,offspring

How can variations be obser- Variations exist in the

ved,in living things? number of bean seeds in
bean pods.

Natural deve

c';,,,Selection 4e'
A
03 °7 et. et

?03.

ft 5 .''''
tra

tn

Pods.hairing the same

of seeds .

Record the number of seeds in
each,of,the 20 bean pods..

liying food
things

space

Count Ithe number'
of bean seeds in
twenty (20) pods.

Figure 15;:

t.7h
.

4

null,

Integration of Concept Mapping and the Knowledge "V ". Exercise is
adapted. from Kaskel, et al. (1977) Life Science: A Learning Strategy
for the Laboratory, pp. 31-34.

Using the 'concept map and "V" ahOve, the'question could establish

the relationship bet4iteen two concepts that are represented horizontally

on the map, e.g.il)etween "limits of food" and "environmental change."

Or.the,question could ask'whetherorliconcept is subordinate.to another,

suCh as, "What: cinds of limits are- imposed on organisms in an environment?"

in the,;example above, whdpler a concept can be demonstrated 'The

N
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focus question then sets the stage forthe inquiry and provides the key
a.

fdr meaningful learning. As each fbcus question is answere the

Conceptual structure of that part of the discipline grow for the student,

and his/her knowledge becomes more complete and more complex.

In the next and final section, issues of evaluation are dis'cusSed:

GiVen the psYcholOgiCal and nature of knowledge.orientation of,this
. . , .

approach, the evaluative instruments are somewhat different than what

is usually used in science classes. Clear criteria for assessing studentt'

ability. to:use concept mapping and the knowledge "IP!..hasbeen devised to

assist the teacher in determining how proficient the students are in each

of these areas:,.
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V EVALUATION

ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTCOWSTRUCTED CONCEPT. MAPS

EVALUATION OF KNOWLEDGE "V IDENTIFICATION.
DEFINITIONS, AND EXAMPLES OF TERMS

ASSESSMENT OF 'STUDENTCONSTRUCTED "Ve.

USING THE "V" IN SEQUENCE'

INTEGRATION OF THE "V" ANDCONCEPT MAPPING

CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS: USE ..OF THE "V° AND
CONCEPT MAPPING



Materials for evaluating concept maps and "V's" have been devised'

that are consistent with the information and backgrounlf.given in this

handbook. Although these materials have.been divided into various

parts in this section, they actually work together to-give the teacher

a broad spectrum-of ways .of seeing° how. well students are perfOrbing

with a various strategies

Befor each evaluation method is given, a description of what

that method 's intended°to .do is. discussed. These objectives should

be kept in min d as the teacher both reads the methods and uses them

he cJassroom,

0

.;.
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ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT CONSTRUCTED. CONCEPT MAPS

Several features that characterize concept maps have alreadY been

discussed fn Section III:, they are two-7dimensional, they proceed from

, general to specific, they show the relationships. among concepts," and

they illtletrate_some hierarchy among the concePts. Given these features,

is not diffiiult to develop some forms for assessing the concept

maps that students complete.

Twb forms for '.assessing concept maps are provided on the next

few. pages The first form (A) is d'eSigned.,to -give a "large field of

view,; ".. providing the teacher with a quick overview of "maps. The--

Second form (B) provides a more comprehensive. scaling of the features

of a concept niap, including some features not already :mentioned. Of

course; the second form requires a greater amount of,4,time to use prii-
fo#'

perly, but this. is weighed against the. advantage of thoroughness.
Further, the more Comprehensive for indicates weaknesses ..in the maps;

'and -'64:0..thus suggest ..future .instructional-:needs.



GENERALAiVEROEW.TOR STUDENT-ONSTRUCTED CONCEPT`. MAPS, (FORM A)

NEEDS
YES.' NO . WORK

Are relationships-between
concepts indicated on line
and are they cdntent correct,
that is valid?

. Are the concepts arranged
from general to, specific?
(Look for the most inclu-:
sive concept at the top;
examples at the bottom,)

Axehe conceptS anked?
(Look ,fox lines
thesonCept,sThe'reld,-.
tioriship betWeen,concepts....
should be indicated. '.11±af
is; something should be
written oh the lines.)

Is the map hierarchical?
(Look for more.inclusive
concepts connected to
two or more lower or
subordinate concepts.)

Figure 16. General Overview for' Quick Scoring of Student-Cqntructed:
Cohcept Maps. -
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COMPREHEN8IV FORM FOR ASSESSING STUDENT-CONSTRUOTED.CONCERTMAPS fFORM B)

jn-this foim,

additional-fktixpin%

students deveiop

enough exposure to

the fcature$ o,fa. concept map are expanded.:. TheSe:

refleCt. a mo e Omplete.view of'concept maps that:

They.should:* used only after :the:students haVe. had
:; :

the. strategyand feel'confident to ex and the st tp ra egy.
1.

Ignore all parts,of the map ferrelationships criterion if no relationships are

explicitly identified by proper labeling of the Connecting line.

RELATIONSHIPS:

HIERARCHY :

BRANCHING:

GENERAL TO.

SPECIFIC:

CROSS LINKS:

Figure

One point is .given'for each relationship between two. Concepts provided
the relaillonship is content correct and explicitly'stated. No additional

credit is awarded for.dltplication of 'the saMerelationship on the concept

maps.
.

Points are awarded'depending-oeihe degree
of hierarchy in the concept map. The num- '

ber of points given-for hierarchy depends.
upon the number of levels that are identir-
fied in the constrncted map. Use the'map ."LEVELS

to' the Tight for illuStration:

One point. is given for at least One cor-
rect relationship per level, up until two, 2

levels beyond the last branching if the
map remains linear:

The branching of the concept.map.refers
to the level of degrei.of differentiation

among the .condepts that' Are iklustrated

in the hierarchy: That is,. it'aitempiS

to rate the degree that' specific concepts
are connected to more-,general or. inClusiVe

concepts. That ratineis as follows: 7

One:point. fel- the 'first branching where two or more coneepts" are connected

to the concept above../

Three poipts for any subsequent branching where there isan example of

two or more concepts connected. to, a concept:above. The 41OStrated map
above would reseive a score of seven; '1 point for Level 1,;andthree
-points. each for.LeVels 2 and 3: .Note that since no branching occurs in'

.Levels 4 and 5, no further points are awarded for this .Criterion..

4

9

The concept map receives in additional rating for illustrating a general,

to specific pattern. Whether one concept is more general' than the ones

below it depends Upon .the line which connects the two:concepts. If no

general to specific relationshiPs4exist, orljess than 10% of the.rela

tionships are general to specific, 'the map receives a score of zero.

/f 10 - 29%,are correct ='1.point
30 - 49% :

= 2 points

50.- 64%:

-70 - 89%
90 -100%

= 3 .

4
s

Interratedness in a student':" concept,map indicatesan integration of.
'concepts, and is depicted as cross links on the concept map. 6-oss..links

show a relationship between concepts on.one,branch7bf the hierarchy with

concepts on..another.branch. Notice thetwo.examples of cross links in-. -.

the illustration above. .A rating of one -point is giVen for each' cross

0 link showing the integration 'among concepts., No additional pointsare'
awarded forduplicatioh of the same cross link, that is,- showing the".:

-same integration of concepts.

17. Comprehensive. From for. Assessment of StUdent-Construsbted Concept Maps



SAMPLES OF STUDENT - CONSTRUCTED CONCEPT MAPS WITH ANNOTATED ASSESSMENTS

The next three pages show examples of concepts.maps that students

have made during the evaluation phase of our "Learning How to Learn

Project." These examples were.solicited from seventh grade students.

during clinical interviews...The interviewees were given a paragraiffi

reading that was based on material that they already-had in class.

After reading the paragraph, the stUdents were asked to construct

concept maps of the reading. The.reading used for the sample of

students whose maps appear in the following pages is presented below.

In addition to the reconstructed concept maps, an annotated ,

rating,based orv.the comprehensive scale on page V-4 has been included

in order to familiarizd the 'teacher "with how this type of,rating.technique/

Living things all need energy-. Plants and animals use energy,

for life activities. Some life.activities that both plants

and animals have are growth, reproduction, respiration, and

transport of materials. A life activity found,:only in. green

plants is theprodUCtion of food; Animals cannot produce

their-own food,'So they peed the life activity of locomOtion
: :

find food.

Figure.:1 . Sample Paragraph' for Clinical T terviews. used in the EvaluatiOn

of students' Concept' Mapping Approaches.



1 Living Organimis

Energy

Reproduction Respiration

RATING:

'Relationships. 0 (Student has not identi-

fled any connections

among thesconcepts. -

Since these connections

have not been explicitly

made, no credit is given

Brartching for the other criteria

as well.)

Hierarchy

General to

Specific

Cross Links

Fig0e.i9A; -Student-COnotruCted Concept Map'. l. This:mapdsinclucted to illustrate the

importanoe.0 the connections among the Concepts. NithOut-these connections,

no other Criterion 'can be'd46rMined, and thus., the map receives a;total:Score



ORGANISMS

RATING:

Relationships 9 (Studerit has identified

nine connections among

the .concepts represented

on the map, and all,of

these are content correct.)

Hierarchy (Student has identified

two levels of hierarchy:

from ORGANISMS to PLANTS

and ANIMALS and ENERGY;

and from ENERGY to REPRO-

DUCTION, GROWTH; etc.

,One point for. LeVel 1, one

point for Level 2, for a

total of two points.)

Plants Animals,

En rgr

0i

Locomotion "

r 1

Reproduction Growth Respiration Transport

4

Figure 198, Student-Constructed Concept Map #2.

Branching'

r

General to

Specific

Cross Links

(Student has branched the

concepts at they two levels
,

of hierarchy. One point for

Levelj, three points for

Level 2,for a, total of four

points.)

,(All of the concepts and their

levels illuttratehe general.

'to specific Tule,:resulting in

,five Oints.):

0 (No cross links are indicated on
a.

the concept map.)



'Relationships 11 (Student has. identified

eleven connections among'.

the concepts represented

on the tap. ,thaC-

,tion of ,LOCOMOTION "for"

TRANSPORTATIOg:represents

a misconception, and; thus

is not chpUted in the

total.

33. (Three levelsof hierarchy-,

are yeniified;)

,

(No, branching at Lovell,

Branching is repteSented

at Levels 2, 3 and 4.

1

:One point for Level 2; co

ihre(pOintSi,each for

LevelOar0' 4, 'for a

'total'b6even points:) -!

Growth Respiration. Reproduction

Figulte19C4 Student-ConStructed Ccincept Map

Cross Links

(A,11 but' the misconception.

mentioned above shoiq' the:

general" to specific rule,

This is gieater than the

90% level, thus the map

is awardedfive:poWs.).

(One cross link, showing

the integration of .concep0

is represented: ANIMALS-

ORGANISMS-PLANTS-LIFE

ACTIVITIES.)
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EVALUATION OF THc'WOi414EDQE IDENTIFICATION, DEFINITIONS

AND EXAMPLES OF TERMS'`.

This aspect of the eVAluation of the :implementation' of th&,...

"Learning. -How to Learti Program" in youiz'tlassroom. is

forward :pencjj-paper format. Its Obj ective, is tcr Oeterilline if students
,:r

can identify:: .the'2parts of!' the !,1V,-. defink each of these terms in thei5,

own tOrd8;an,c4;' given. an .,example, of a;laboiatory exerci8e-identifk

all,px4i1106 ok'!"recoi-d," 4*hceg-;"-Ilkii4qedge 'ete.. in a labora-

t'pxy;exercise!._ The format,g.8 given on' the next:two pageS.

You ;i4illnotice-tbatP.age .two laboratory exercises.

These are examplt that mt :hove use(d4n our .research For a test that

you would:devise, one2exaMple: from work previbUsly dbne-by ,yoUi'.'students

stioUld be ,used.



f
DATE;

DEFINITIONS:,AND EXAMPLES OF. T-E1E ,TERMS OF THE
#
V
11

'(" A ,44,

Instructions: Below is an p line of the 'V" that we have been using in class, As you know, there1
.,, are, nine terms that are used ith the "V". .;n each of the spaces with a double line (-----), fill,in

G the proper 'terW ofand write the definitions' that term in

0

the space designated by the single line ( ). 1
? fp .1

SCHOOL'

,n)
O
D.

rtD
0 0

.

A) 5
(I)

rt

0 0

14, rf
; C

0

rt
r

0 ,

PC 0,
rt,

. 0 A)

O.:
44,P

0



Instructions: ,Below 15 an ,example ,ef. a. simple laboratory' exorcise that Is.

similat to .one you hair done nlready iar class. Read through the exercise
Carefully,, and then identify, which part of the laboratory exercise I5
an example of each of the 'terms around, the "V".

. PROBLEM: Do variations exist in the number of seeds in bean pods?

BACOROOND; 'Are'there two p'epple in your class who look alikp?.., liven if
identical twins arrPresent, the uuswer to this question will alway,5 he,
that no two people are exactly alike. .,rlatur I selection states'that
all'hiving thin'gs show gomc'differer es whe compared to each. Other.
Scientists have .made the statement that tiler is much variation even
among living things that are closely related Sometimes the variation

eo living things and may .give hem an advantage over

INSTRUCTIONS? Below IS an example of a laboratory exercise, that is.similar to one that
you have already completed in class. Read through the exercise carefully,' Then, identify
by underlining or CirelAnng.that part of the. exercise that. corresponds to each of the terms,
around the "V". Label these parts using the terns of the IV, .

Filly OUT: lo laid heat is lost by hot iron washers whet they are placed in water?

BACKGROUND: The,kinetic,molecular model states that the amount of hdat energy in a substance
ir . ;,',,is related to the kinetic energy of the moleolos add the number of molecules

in that substance. As heat is given off by a substance, the molecules in that
'substance move more slowly, As heat is added, to a substance, the molecules
move more quickly). When two .substances of different temperatures are brought.
,near each othero'r are mixed, heat frank the warmer ,substance is given off'to
the cooler s=ubstance until both substances reach the sate temperatiire,. The
amount or,lieat lost by the warmer substance is equal to the amount or heat
`gained by' the' cooler substance,

) , -0
1, A thermometer is, an instrUment that measures the average speed or:the molecules ,

(in a substance, To measure the amount of heat, a person can use' a calorimeter.
'Basically, a calorimeter is nothing more than an insulated container with a
thermomettrfitted into.it. the name "calorimetercomes from the fact that

',heat is measured in calories'-, a calorie being the'amtiunt of heat that will :,
raise the temperature of one gram of water one degree Celsius,

MIII,111,11,S;."Presli bean, pods (green or'string beans

()Pea.' twenty bean pods;

2. Count 7tlie 41'04(4 of bean Seeds that you find in each, Count all sizes
even, ii they ace.

.3, Write down your:results.' below using the mark (/) to show the- number

..of inn,ls having those-nuaber Of seeds' listed., then prepare a bar graph

,of Your results.

SEEDS IN ONE POD

MATERIALS:'. ".cardboard, CelSius thermometer, ring'S'trdand ring; set ,of.known.lasses;
sty,rofoam cups; wire gauze, iron washers; ,balance, :beaker,.string,ItongS;

bunien burner, matches:
!r.

PROCEDURE: , 1.. Make a Simple calorimeter by placing one styrofoam cup inside another. Make

a lid from 'a piece of cardboard' 'Punch a hole in the lid and place the thereto
meter in the hole.

2, 'Using the balance .,'f4d; -mass-6f k'aVarimeter, includ.inc the
,...thermometier,.. Write mass..(11,) the

.

sgacti 0e 1.0W,

Si, ilalf fill .the calo> tlnoter wi h w'ater:...1,...Find 'the Ma5.of Ithe,:Calbrimeter ,

With', the waterin it ,Vrite .the muss 'if the caloriMeter and water 4121 in the
.

"IP
4, kleaittre.. the temperature, vfates inside the calorimeter brute this ".

,
'temperature'as the initial fekraitire,;.f.th'e water'41') in the space below.,.

.
S. . 10 II'.

11.ol,s, Daring

Same umber .'

of 'Seeds

//// '''''

tul
tilt .ti''

.4

i
.Numbe'r. of...Seeds in twir,Pod

. ,

,P. 1,

5, Tie about teh iron washers together;With a piece, of string,,'§ei a beaker' 4'
of water over the bunsen, burner. When the water boils, place the washers in

Water. Leave them in-the yat4r for: sevOal minutes, Then, using the tongs;.,',
quickly remove the washwers from the beakerandplace them in the' calorimeier,
Observe and write down the highest temperatike reached in' he,:theroMeter ip
'thp, calorimeter. Kilt° this temperature (Ti) in the space hel0

, .

OBSERVATIONS

AND DATA:

CONS10N5,: Ilased.on the re5Uh5,,'VariationsIn the number Of seeds in

'benn plants' does exist,.: The moniker of seeds could he ;Useful

to the,organism hecause it 'gives, them an, advantage over ether

drganfsaS he some Species.

' .

grams

tt 216 grams

Figure 20B.

COmpitt,e, the follow! ng:.

Mass of.the water (M2 -

Two examples of laboratory exercises

used, to determine whether students

can identi,fy ex ples of'term of

' 'the KA(Nfled e " "

''t

gra'ms,

Change in Temperature (T2 .r1.1) J .c,

i'alories Gained by the' Water. (M2 - Mll x (T2 Till = Z /0_ calories

9C0Nri,11si0NS: The washers lost heat to the Water, Sincelhe water 270c'alorics of

. heat,. the washers Must have lost an equal amount of heat .(270-calories).



ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTCONSTRUCTED

.

,,Although the.titieAndicates that this evalUatiOn method is

i.ntended for .use in assessing-studeryt-constructed "Os", it isYimPor-H

ptant to remember that the."V is also a preteaching tool,'and thUS

tics applicability there as well

The objective of,thispart of the evaluation is t6 determine, how

.good are the "V's" that stUdents prepare. The firStrform.'4Ethe

evaluatiOt givtanoveraU, picture of the "V" andattempts to Ideate

:aie.b.oles in the,StudCbts' work. in:other words.' it gives. the

teacher a large field of view so that a more.general picture can be'

determined: The second forms more comprehensive. Its fUnCtiOn is

to give the teacher 'a CloserJook'at each of the parts ofthe "Vh

attd to assess tiiestgdents','perfOrmances at developing a focus gzfestion,

at reCor4zing,:themajorevent, at checking the records and..transforma

tionsetc. For each of these parts ofthe "V" a. range of scores can

be asSighed. The rangeonsi,ructed from zero (0) which'indicateS

,that there hasji.een 'nothing written foT thatTpart'ef the ".V!', through
an optimal-scoe for that partb. This fopm'can function in two ways.

First, it can help track the'progress.of'a student, over time, in each

part,of the "V". The "Progress Sheet!' :,611 page V=17 can: be used to .

"follow individual itudentprO reSS to see where major difficulties

t,',:alid.wherethe teacher should concentrate in subsequent
0,

twindividuarstUdents. Second, the total. of all the parts of

V'J, cad ';..06K4yide a single mark for laboratory exercises

marlyis-'representedt
Jt.

the bottom of,,the.."Progress Sheet."-



GENERAL OVERVIEW OF STUDENT- CONSTRUCTED

This checklist, gives ;the -.=teacher -a general assessment technique

for evaluating tudent,coUstructed "V's". As the students ana the

'teacbeiAain more;proficiency with the -range and use of the "V",

the teacher will` probably wan y * e.,.use Form :B on the next'pag
a

However' this TorM,Will servelthe-purpose of initial assessment.

Figure' 2 General Ase§5Ment:W8tUdent-Constructed "',
4

1. Does the focus 'question attempt to

relate two or're concepts?.

Does the focus question relate

to what,going,to,loccur in the-.

JabOratory .exercige?

Has the student *operly

'identified the major event?

, =

. Are relevant concept identified?

Have refevant principles and
0-

theory been identified?

6.: -'Has the, student made adequate

records and ti.ansformatibps?

. Is the knowledge claim elear,,

complete, and consistent with

the foCus question?
1:4-,

Needs
Yes - No W.ork

r



ocus Question;

nO..focusquestiOn identified.

a-queStiondsjdentified,. but does,::nofjfocUs 'upon

the objects and the .major eyent:,00tOnceptual

side Of the .'.'V"

COMPREKAIVEFOM, 0 >A 'ESS.iNO1TUDENT-COSTROCTED "V's"

- a focus question isidentfied;
,

des

. but does,0o0uggesi, O6ects or the major event OR

:,the Wronglbjects and event are fdentifiedin

relatien to the restOf thelaboratoryexertise.

a Cltat,jocusluestion is,,adentified;includes

.concepe§ fait used: and suggests. the major event

accompanyinrobjects..

Objects/Event:

'0 - no objects or event is identified.

the major event ,OR tht,objects areidentified and

is consistent with the focus question, OR an event

and Objects are identified, but are inconsistent

with the focus question.

h.

pnCepis,'twb' tYpes Of principle§,and,4

relevant: theory area identified;.

Records/Trdhsformations:

0 no.retords 0444sformations,are

- records are identified; bUt are,incensiS7,

.tent with the'fotus question.Orthe

,major event,

records Ottransformation§ are identified,

but not both:),

- records are identified for the major event;

. transformations are inconsistent' with the,

intent of the focus question.,

- records are identified.fdr the major evenir

transformations ate consistent with the +focus

vestion and the grade levelcand ability of

the' student.

.;

- the major event wah.accoppanying objects is idert-,

tified, and is consistent with the fdeusiistion.

=. same as above, but also suggests what records will,

be taken.'

Theory

air

"dge Clait

0 - no knowledge tlaim, is identified.

.

a claim tliatinrelated to the left-hand'

Principles, and Concepts; .

no conceptual, side is identified .

a feW concepts Fare identified, but wathout princi,

ples and theory, or 'a principle written is the

knowledge claim sought in the. laboratory,execi§e.

2.- concepts and atilast.,one type of.principle

(cOncepival or methOdblogical) OR concepts 'and

ajelevant theords identified:.

concepts and two, types of principles are

identified, 1)R:ebncept. one :type

'.4.reloiant theory are itlentifioa..
6

side of the N"'.

a knowledgetlaiM-that include's
a concept, that'

is used, in an:improper conteit,OR any general.,':

izatiOn that`,is with the records

and ;transformations.'

Onowledgt (Jai that .includes the:::toncept§

from the focUsfqu4tion and is derii/e6',.frpM:the.
,

records anftransfOrmatons.

4

-' same as above, but.the knowledge:film
leads

4Alei:foCus,question.



Below and on the next page are three- examples of "V!s" for' 'the

same laboratory exercise. inyolving heat toss and hem gain. Each. "V" is

Completed and annotated /to indicate 'what `mark that part of the "V"

would ..receive based on the criteri-a.---Orf,page V-14. The mark fOr that

section dppears in parentheses at .the,start of ,T.e-achannota.tiOn'.

On page V-17 these three sample ."Vst! are recorded on the "Student--
Progress .Theet."

(11 Feeds question 'does
:nOt focus on mayor-event.'

heat' loss? , .

(2) Concepts and
. one type of prin-
ciple is_ given;
no theory.

.

As fiat washers are
placed in water,: the

leVe1.20f the:vster,riSeS.

(1)- Knowledke,

Claim not tie& to
leftAiand Side ..

A thermometef measures
the degree of hatness. or
coldness 0 object

Difference

Level of:vater after
'Washers put id

Le'vel of water _before
,'Washers put in.

0..Rbcords:and
ransformations,
of ;related to 77'
hemajor'eVent...
ndfocus .question..

1
Hmt'vasher1W6edin 1 ' '

'calorimeter ..1
) : majorJevent is. indicated;.

.no : AndicatiO of what ,records
, ... .....-
will be taken.

r

Figure, 22/1. $;'o.mp 1 e. V # 1 With' Annotated Evaluative .Rating fbr a total of

A yep points out of a pessible eighteen.



(3) Concepts,
one type of
prnciple.,- an
a 'levant

theory.

Kinetic THeory

(2) no event suggested

you.deSaure the heat lost
by. iron washers?.

Only hot washers lose-7]
heat to Water.

(2) Generali nation
'.".:. _._iiis too broad.. Im-

propei context for
"og "'
4,4
ml, ,

Rests <a or of
energy. .

2. Heat is a measure of
the molecular motion
in a suhstencT

b- trans_ forma-,

made.

Heat, Energy, Temperature,
dalorimeter, calorie,.mole-
Culea

Figure :'22B. Sampl

Temperaiur!-After Washers .

Temperature Before Washera.
Mass of Calorime&r

water.

Mess .of .Caiorimeter: '.

Calorimeterj
(1) No evefit giyen; only object.

" 'ff 2 with a lota.1 score of ten out of a° possible eighteen.

(3) .FOcus question relates
concepts;. sUggest-majorevent.':

IHow can You measure the heat load
by hot iron 'washers when..ttiey,are

placed.. In'a caloriMetet

t) -Csncepts; two

"pes of princi-
.es, and a rele-
Int theory
.ven

KinetiTheofy of. Matter

1. keitt is a'form-of energy.
2: Heat is the measure of the

molecular motion. in a
substance:,

3. A calorie is the mmount.of :

heat needed.to raise the temp-.
eratureor 1.0,1 water'1°.C.

4 Lay or ConseeVation,of Ener6.
52 A thermometer measures the degree

of hotness or Coldness in a sub7:.

SAMPLEV"1.3 7.

6. A calorimeter is an instrument that
measures heat.

. .

IMiss.''tamperature..calorie, heat,'energyt
calorimeter, molecular motion.. thermometer.

-Washers lost heat to
to water. Water gained

calories of4heat.

-Washers lost an equ
amodht, of caiocies.as

water. gained4T
.;

Heat
Gain

(m
2

= mass of water

change in temperature

x (T2 - Y..

'4,27

(3) Includes
cenceptS;
answers focus
question.

Mimass of calorimeter
t. {`.mass Of calorimeter * water - ,*

Timtemperature Of water, in
T-2mhZest temperature of Water

after hot washers were added

(4) ;Records

and trahsfor-
mati colis

,

fdete;- con-
siitent with
focus queS
ti44,

1
ith objects ;

Hot washerlmptacod in

waterina:calorimeter. (3) Major event'.
Record mass-and Change
in temperature: suggests records to be.taken.

Figure 22C. Sample "V", it3 with a -total score of seventeen out of a posSible
eighteen.
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FOcusAuestiOnf,

Objects/Event

Prin

ciples.; Con-
cepts

.Records/
Transformations'

.. 3

v.

Knowledge
Claim

1.

4

3

2

0

kg OP
,

-

Figure 23. The $tude t.PrOgressSheet. "The pu47pose of thiS:shett'is,to
provide the'teacherwith a quick'Visual overview of individual
student progress in relation to the parts%Ofthe "V "; The

total scoreat tnekittom ptovides a single ttefensitile rating
Or. the, s.tudent's.laboratory exercise.
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U§..1 NG THE .!1-y" SEQUENCE'

This 04.rt of the eValuation attempts to det00iiline if the-knowledge.
- .

claims from previous exiieriments,.pap operate as conceptual. principles
t.

inSubsequentexperiMents. In ."1.0.!. #1 below, the student. Titaches',the

claim,that carbon dioxide given off.:luring fermentation.. Knowing

.that4' the studentLcAn use thatinforMation.aS.... conceptual prinCiples

determining other kOwledgeclaims about yeast fermentationn 'W"cfl.3

the student takeS-the 616WId&'-'-'Cfai'llfs4r6it1YpreVi-66144-eXper*ents:

and uses them as,ConcePtual principles for the new focUs qUestiOn.. aCh.-.

HVI. Can'be evaluated on:the.hasiof:the criteria already idvetifieop
. . ._

-_ .

,pagv,..V.7.14 in this,h.ndbo(>1 The teacher''slioUldl; YitiW verf:ctincentrate-
w

;..,.,
. ,

On 'whether these previous .knowledge ClaimS are beingu d as conceptual,

principles in the'SubSequent experi

la Carhon,Diosidegiven
Off by yeast during the
process of fertenta-

,

tionT

Respiration,
Bromthymol

cen'Indicate the
presenceOf CO2'

V #1

Carbon
Yeast, fgrMentation,
Bromthymol'

. yeast and-Molasses
Solution; generate

tK gas prodnced into
Bromthymol Indicator'.

Carbon Dioxides,
is given off by
yeast during ter.;

Mentation.

Compare, "before and.,
fter; colors of brom-.

thyMol

, Test vith:Bromthykal;

4a1,1.
"

;
Is yeast cell fermentatio As the' temperature.

affected. by differences i. increases, the rate of
temperature?-.. ,fermentationincreases.

Respiration; Chart'coiparing Color
.CO2 given off change-of.HrOMthyMol and
during fermata-

. V #2
temperature."

tion; Hromthymol
mayindicete the.
presence of-0O2

.

(from V #1)

.,',.

.
. ....

Cd
2'

yeast,: Record tempetatnres of tests,'
., .

fermentation,. Record colore,of BriMithymoi i
Hromthymol, t.e911)7.- after certain time ,' ..

erature.
. '.

IS fermentation affected
by the'kind of:food given
the yeast cells?

Respiration',

mthymoi as.,
teeter of

..presenceof.00q.
temperature if
recto fermentatloi

,404from V /2)

fermen-
..tAtiOnf..BroMthymnl,

V 13

events:ab
but tinder

varying temPera-
tures

STUDENT CONSTRUCTS

,NEEDED R/CliT.A.ANd SIDE

OF THE "V"

Figure 24.' Sequences of. Laboratory
urs":howing Construction' of A
'principles from previous knowledgal
claims.
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INTEGFiAticOAN OF THE. ne AND ceNCEPT MAPPING'

At this stage of the evaluation olA5k4ntroduction 6fthese

strategies into the classroom, the student should have a firm grasp

of both techniques: What time is appropriate .to integrate-cOncept

mapping ond.the "V" dellends upon a number of conditions:. ability of
- .

11:e students, pacing:of the class work, ,and.how intense the exposure

to 'these strategies:has- been previous to' this time However, when

the teacher feels6at the students are ready',: the:integration can

begin. --,;

In our studies, one teacher eased into this integration by having

students construct small concept maps for the "background".information

of an experiment.. This exercise was given for-homework'or'

pre-lab .discussion. After. the experiment was .completed, the students

in the

proceeded to construct the "V"' for the exercise. After a few trials

with this method, the studentA were askOd to take this preliminary

concept map and make it the left-hand side of the "V".

Evaluation of the.integration.of both concept maPping and the"V"

involves taking certain aspectS of the assessment techniques. already

mentioned in this Handbook.- Here then are some general guidelines

suggestions for implementing the integration:-

1. When assessing a student's "V" delete "Theory, Principles,

and Concepts" from the.criteria for, 'evaluating the "V" (page V-14).

2. Spbstitute eather the general format for assessing concept"'`

maps (Form A), or the more comprehensive (Form (B)..j

recommended that the more-general'form be used at

and then switch to the more comprehensive form as students

become.more.familiar with' theiintegration.

.-If the students_have'already come this far with these

strategies, it is not recommended that the teacher use

'Form A for assessing the "V". Form A is.too)g6neral to

'rovide the kind of specificity ,.that Form B.provides-



CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS.:

V-72O

.9

USE QF THE "V" AND CONCEPT MAPPING .`
,

As in the:previous s -ection, theytUdent.shouldbe.Compltely

familiar with the'strategies of concept mapping and the nowledge

This. section of the handbook. attempts to suggest techniques thattan

' be used to determine if the strategies' have had any:.effect on meaningful
.

learning (SeCtion.11)

*Ow studentS.Aearn-is affected.t6 some degroe:byfthekind$::OfAlues..7.-
,

tiofis whiciLthey anticipateontests and quizzes.. IEthe.students

asked only questions that require rote memorization, and if they have

experienced success by learning tha tfien there will be less'.

incentive.; for: tofl.earn inYa meaningfulfaShion.:

The. technique that we advocate involves the construction of what

Can be called "conceptualAde,Stions." tiir are not what some
. .

of as-"thoughtAuestions",or "brain.teasers.". Answering a concPtua -,,

question. requires that students employ meaningfully learned cofiCeptg,
,

10fdeilitated through the Use of the stratties of'Ooncept:Mapping and

the KnoWledge."V".

Although it is highly improbable to devise questions that.tOially:-

eliminate therOte mode ofA.earning, it is possible and desirable.to.

devise questions' that MinimizethiS factor and:Which are moredOnduciVe

to being answered by the `student, who. haS learned meaningfully.. These

kinds of.questionscan also be used in a variety of situations, including

review sessions, independent stildy,.as welliasst-Oonstruction by. the

,teacher:

,.Two examples of conceptual questionsWhiCh were used,in our research.
are.described:ifi the next few pages. Both involved -a deSctiption-ofan

experimental event which. paralleled one that:the students had previousb%:

done in class :, ..and which contained concepts that the learners hadalrOdy

encountered. The.first example'.. how'a lnboratory exercise...`'"

already completed can pave"the way.for:thecOnstruttion of a conceptual

question. :The .second example relies on a differentcoptiial:system
,

(atomic theory'in this case) to offer.an explafiation for an event usually .

associated' with electricity:: FolloWing:the deScription of each.exaMpie.,:

the method' for evaluation of the questions is given.

U
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ONSTRUCtaNG..CONcEPTUAL QUESTIONS: EXAMPLE #1, (THE WINEBOTTLE)

." Thed.,f0leCging is a method for constructing conceptual questions:

This 'finst'-'eXailip-le will be .used to illustrate each Step of the methed.

.Select an experimental event that the,,studepts have,been

exposed toiand construct a. concept map for the ft -hand

Side of the:1lif oae.,bas not.already been cons ructed.0
. .

(See 'Figure 2.5 ..below.)

KINETIC THEORY
explains

What. is the'relation-

ship. between vplume
And temPerature_of
a elosecU-contain.,

:er of gas?

Matter

y9rtime.

Average,
'Speed

Closed.
Containert-...... 1

Gas Liquid

Flask with thermometer and
Figure 25: jpcomplete "V" with Concept tube with water droplet in-

' Map,for urposes,of construe- side. Heat in bath of hot
ting co eptual questions- water. Record changes in

temperature and height of
waterl4Toplet.

2. Select another experimental-event for which the same" concepts

would be relevant. In this exampl ; the event was" a capped,

winebottle that had fr m, the refrigerator a

sunny windowsill.

.
Construct a cori*tualanswer to the question to antiCipate'the

kinds of contioptual links that the students might offer in their

explanationS.:"Dissect"that explanation; picking Out these
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sen.t'encey.. which i .ate '1.!. link betwden or among

For instancCi your anticipated explanation might

such sentenees'as:

EANSION IS-DUE TO AN INCREASE IN THE DISTANCE BETWEEN
MOLECULES.::

.

HEAT IS DIRECTLY. RELATED TOITHE AMOUNT OF MOTION OF TYE
_

MOLECULES IN A SUBSTANCE, Or

THE PRESSURE OF AL GAS INSIDE A CLOSED CONTAINER INCREASES
AS ,THAT GAS IS HEATED. -

concept

inClUde

. In addition to the correct conceptual connections that should

ke,ahticipated, tiheeacher should also_prepare a list 0A

misconceptions, commonly heldTby

AS HEAT IS ADDED TO A SUBSTANCE, THE MOLECULES EXPAND,

TEMPERATURE AND HEAT MEASURE THE SAME THING, or

GASES ARE HOTTER THAN SOLIDS.

The actual test quest ould inciude:four efements consiste

with.the information above: Ha, clear fotds question, a,major.,..event,

scime-racord,of that event and the concepts necessary to sort out

the'event'andanswer the Question. Below is an example of a con=:

'ceptual question used in.our reSearch.

the necessary elements are present.
-

DIRECTIONS: Read the paragraph below very carefully, and Cien-dothe

the following":
S.

Please.ndtice that all oe,

construct a concept map, which includes the following` concepts:

(."
kinet,.. theory; heat, temperature, gas, molecules,

,pressure, and expansion. 0;:

using that 'concept maKas a guide, and including as many of

the concepts into your answer.as you can, explain why the tor

popped out of the bOttlp.

volume,

An emptyvine bottle is left in the refrigerator overnight. In'the morning
iteis taken out A core is stuck, in the mouth of the bottle, and the bottle
is left on the-windowsill where the warm rays of the Sun- can.hit it Several
minutes later the cork'pops right out of the bottle.



Several vSriationsof this kind of question is, of course,

possible, but'the'major elements mentioned already should be

inclUded. You may? for instance, decide that you do not want:.

your students to constvof a concept map as part of the answer.

Although the constructed,cdkcept map may be helpful in.-.indicating

areas where misconceptions exist, our research seems to demon-
-

strate that the making of:a ,concept map rsnbt-necessarily

imperative to answering the question.

7 One final, feature that our7qesearch has Shown to be important

shouldeepconsidered:. In.our attempts to construct conceptual

questiOns,, it has-b'een found thatthe'list of concepts must

include 'on superordinate concept under -which all the others

can be subsuffied.pd the .example given abOve, that superordinate
2 D

concept wasillkiriVtic theory.". In the'next example, it is the

"atomic theory!, 11mplied because of, the ,presence of the concepts

"electron" aniik"proton."

r-i

CONSTRUCTION;?: CONCEPTUAL. QUESTIONS: EXAMPLE #2 (ELECTRICITY)

' Using the'omeihodAbscried in this section; another example ,ofconceptual

questions was 'designed duringour. research. Again,- the major elements are,

present.:.N4.7olear:focus questiOn, a Major event, some ''record of that' :event,

... .,..: t
. ,! ,

., ,...

and 0* C'On.Opts'neces_sary for. the student to,answer the question.:On the

next page:the'-"question that was given to the students is provided.:,

.This,is-Consistent with our thesis.that.concept mapping is a i-eiiCiCitic

device, leedeck.OplytO facilitate,meaningful....learhing, Once the mean, -

ingful learning.has occurred, the constructioni'or reaenstructiou,

of a concept map may not be 1recessary.



The6'aiaparatus shown- in the .figure aboye was set up; bi,,a-:sc fnce
- teacher. Bar "A". and Bar "B'i' are exactly the same size:,, but are 'coin-

,. p cdef;different' Materials. WheiBar "A" is use to complete the
cuit, the bulb lights up very dimly: When Bar "r...is used to (comPle
the circuit, the bulb Tights. up firightlk;

QUCSTION Wt must be happening inside .gac "A" 'that'
than -what is happening inside Bar "B"? Use as many .of the followin
cpncepts as you can to anSwer this,: question, or include arty Other.
concepts .that you feel . necessary to ailsiver the ,question. The co cepts,
include: attraction, condUctor,. charge, electron, inSulator,. resistance,
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